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Always take care when using power tools, 
particularly if there is any water in the 
working area.

Do not use a hammer drill when drilling into a 
tiled surface.

Always use a drill bit that is suitable for the 
surface that is being drilled.

The wall plugs supplied are for use on solid 
walls only. For cavity walls or plasterboard use 
specialist fixings that are suitable for the type 
of wall construction.
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To retain the best quality finish, clean product 
regularly with a soft damp cloth.

Do not use abrasive or chemical cleaners, as 
these will damage the product.

Do not use this product as a grab bar.

If the gliders become sticky, use a small 
amount of furniture polish to improve 
performance.

Do not overload the rail. Suitable for use with 
a maximum of two standard shower curtains.
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Remove the end brackets from the Bendy Rail. Form the Bendy Rail to your desired size and shape. 
The minimum bend radius is 150mm.

Once you have bent your rail, DO NOT make 
any attempt to undo the bend as this will 
separate the rail components and cause the 
hooks to fall out.

After the rail has been bent, cut the rail ends straight 
as shown.

Quantities of parts may vary due to product sizes.

Hold the rail in the 
desired position 

ensuring there 
is adequate 

curtain overlap 
into the bath 

or shower tray. 
Mark the position of 

each wall bracket on the 
mounting surface. Use 

a spirit level to ensure it 
is level.

5 6At this stage, measure the distance between the top 
of the wall bracket and the ceiling.

Using this measurement, cut the ceiling support rod 
to length for use later.
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Slide the end stops to the desired 
locations and twist the hook to lock 
it in position.
Then add a hook onto the end stop.

Insert the ceiling support rod into the ceiling bracket 
and secure in position using the small screw provided.
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Secure the ceiling bracket to the ceiling using the fixing 
screw provided.

Tighten the screws on the top 
face of the wall bracket into the 
securing component to lock the 
rail in position.

Insert the hook gliders and end stop into the bottom 
channel of the Bendy Rail ensuring the end stop is at 
the end closest to the showering unit.
Attach the rail assembly to both wall brackets by 
sliding the upper section onto each bracket.

Assemble the ceiling support rod. Slide the ceiling support rod into the top section of 
Bendy Rail.

Insert the top channel spacers into the upper 
channel on the rail and space them evenly across the 
length of the rail. Use all 3 spacers.

13Separate the ceiling bracket from the assembly then 
mark the centre, drill and insert a wall plug in the 
position marked on the ceiling.

9Mount the wall bracket to the mounting surface using 
the screws provided.

Place the Bendy Rail into the wall brackets and slide 
the ceiling support rod into the desired position. Mark 
the location of the ceiling bracket on the mounting 
surface ensuring it is vertical.
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Plastic washer

7 8Place the wall brackets in position and mark hole centres. 
Drill the mounting holes and insert wall plugs.


